
Effective leaders; what they do and don’t do  
 

Do you have the key leadership qualities?  
	
	

Are leaders born, or can we acquire leadership skills? Research, such as that conducted by Robert 
Cooke, of the Center for Applied Research in Chicago*, shows that we acquire the attitudes which 

underlie leadership behaviours, often, but not always, at a young age. But we can also learn to be an 
effective leader later in life, or also to fine-tune and improve our existing leadership skills.  

What do effective leaders do?  

Cooke’s research shows that, first and foremost, an effective leader shows a set of behaviours that we 
call Self-Actualized. These behaviours are characterized by a high degree of personal integrity and are 
rooted in strongly-anchored values. People who work with highly self-actualized leaders quickly 
understand that their work is one of several strong passions they have in their life. These leaders go to 

great lengths to ensure that those who work with them enjoy their work to the maximum. Some days 
are less rosy than others, of course, but those who work for this type of leader love their work and 
know that their professional development will be actively encouraged. So, effective leaders choose 
enthusiastic and competent people and then ensure that they stay enthusiastic and that they continually 
improve their competencies. Richard Branson, the charismatic founder and head of the Virgin group 
of companies, is a classic example of this type of leader.  

Effective leaders show a second set of behaviours that we call Humanistic. They are skilled and 
competent coaches and they take a genuine pleasure in enabling subordinates to perform at levels that 
they did not think possible to achieve. They place a high priority on developing successors for their 
own job and also for key jobs everywhere in the organization. They are also quick to recognize and 
reward success. They combine their natural trust in others with a healthy dose of ‘Devil’s Advocate’ 
questioning, therefore avoiding the trap of naivety. Last, but not least, the humanistic leader 

emphasizes teamwork above individual effort and has creative ways of rewarding group successes.  

A third set of effective leadership behaviours is characterized by the word Accomplishment. Leaders 
strong in this area set tough, but realistic goals and objectives for themselves and for those that work 
for them. They plan their work and build in frequent checks and en-route corrections. Inevitably, 
setting tough goals and objectives leads to some failures or less-than-desired results. Faced with these, 

we notice that leaders strong on accomplishment do not slip into naming and blaming mode, but instead 
use the problem to actively look for causes, solutions and lessons to apply in the future. They are 
focused on achieving long-lasting results and view obstacles as normal problems to solve.  

 

 

 



What effective leaders do not do 
 
Effective leaders avoid two sets of behaviours that we call Passive/Defensive and 
Aggressive/Defensive. Passive/Defensive behaviours are expressed in several ways. Passive/defensive 
individuals feel threatened in a climate of rapid change. Unfortunately for these people, rapid change 

is a given in today’s business climate. An overweening desire to be friendly and amenable and to avoid 
conflict at all costs, is a passive/defensive behaviour. So is the rigid adherence to rules, procedures and 
old-fashioned ways of doing things. These behaviours kill creativity, not only in the leaders 
themselves, but also in those that work with them and for them. Another 
set of passive/defensive behaviours is the need to follow and seek the protection of others, and not to 
question orders and directives, however inappropriate they may be. The more we use passive/defensive 
behaviours, the more we tend to become the victims of other peoples’ choices. Large bureaucracies, 
especially in the public sector, are frequent examples of passive/defensive leadership.  

 
Aggressive/defensive leadership behaviours are interesting for several reasons. Firstly, they often 
generate a large quantity (but not necessarily a high quality) of results. The aggressive/defensive leader 
encourages individual effort and high levels of competition between subordinates who no longer act 

as colleagues, but rather as rivals. These leaders tend to be autocratic, do not like negotiating 
objectives, but generally impose unrealistic ones on those they manage. For them, listening, 
negotiating, taking others’ points of view into account, are behaviours equated with losing control. 
And above all, the aggressive/defensive leader needs to control. They are often perfectionists to the 
extreme of being unreasonable and even workaholics. They pay several prices for their behaviours. 
Firstly, they tend to lose their best and most creative subordinates and are left with underachieving 
ones who do not have the confidence, or the ability, or both, to leave and look for a more constructive 
organizational climate. But aggressive/defensive leaders also pay a very personal price, because this 

style of leadership is highly correlated with cardiovascular and digestive tract disorders.  

So, can we learn to be effective leaders?  

Most certainly. An excellent first step is to increase your level of self-awareness with a well-
constructed 360° feedback instrument. Using the results of this feedback, you can build personal 
development plans to encourage your use of the self-actualized, humanistic and accomplishment-
oriented leadership behaviours. We find that by repeating and fine-tuning constructive leadership 
behaviours, individuals achieve superior results. Once the evidence of these results is clear, they make 

these new behaviours a permanent component of their approach to leadership.  

* Leadership Impact, by Robert Cooke, PhD, University of Chicago, 1997.  

 

 


